
Make it Snappy
An Experimental Investigation into the Clovis snapped Blade Technology

•This was an attempt by experimentation to determine the means by which a group of blades from the Gault site, Texas were first notched then snapped. 
•It is currently thought that this group of modified blades were notched to ease the snapping process1.  
•In order to test this  hypothesis 120 porcelain blades were made and snapped using three different methods. 

Results:
•Method 3 was far too destructive and results do not match the archaeological evidence.
•Both methods one and two produced results similar to those seen archaeologically.
•This experiment  has demonstrated two snapping methods that could have been  used by Clovis peoples, 
and has  proved that  a third method was not have been used. 
•These results give an insight into the type of perishable technology that must have existed alongside the 
surviving lithic technologies, but that, because of poor preservation we do not see archaeologically.

Method 1

Experiment one was based on the bend-break 
experiments devised by  Collins2 .This would use a 
wooden rig instead of a vice, pressure being applied 
manually downwards, rather than mechanically.  As some 
blades snapped while being notched only 35 blades were 
snapped using this method.

Aims:

Methodology:
For each of the methods  half of the 40 blades used were notched using an 
antler pressure flaker, and the other half notched with a bone pressure flaker. 
Blades were also separated by the number of dorsal ridges: there were 10 single 
ridged blades, and 10 double ridged blades for each notching method. This was 
intended to determine whether the type of notch affected the snapping 
process.

Method 2

Used the ‘split stick’ method3 instead of the wooden rig to 
snap the blades. Blades were inserted into the split in the 
stick at right angles to the longitudinal axes of the stick. The 
protruding (proximal) portion of the blade was then held as 
firmly as possible while the stick was twisted away from the 
body to induce the break. Again there were some blades 
that broke during notching meaning that  a total of 33 
blades were snapped in this way.

Method 3

Experiment three utilised the microburin 
technique4,  which involved the use of 
hammer and anvil to initiate the snap. Only 
one blade broke during notching making 

this the most complete experiment. 

Clovis snapped Blades:

Experimental Blades:
Ventral and dorsal views of (left to right) bone, then antler 
notched blades.  
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